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INTRODUCTION

Spectrum, spectrum who has the spectrum? This must be the cry of every health physicist
who has ever attempted to characterize his neutron environment. Since God created them, He is the
only one who knows for sure what they are. And until He chooses to "publish" them, differences in
opinion will surely continue to prevail! Therelbre, our job as health physicists is to keep tweaking
our methods until our knowledge of the spectrum corresponds analogically with His knowledge. Then,
and only then will we have the true answer!

The Dosimetry Applications Research Group (DOSAR) at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) is considering various applications of a relatively new technology built upon the
bubble chamber concept of Glaser I, the superheated liquid droplet or bubble detector (BD). One
such application involves the spectrometric capabilities made possible with the combined technologies
of BD and thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD).

The doctoral dissertation of C. J. Liu heralded the first amalgamation of the two technologies,
combining the BD-100R, BDS-1500 and Harshaw TLD-albedo dosimeter in the Combination
Personnel Neutron Dosimeter or CPND __4. The performance of the CPND was evaluated in
several radioisotopic neutron fields and in situ working environments at ORNL. The CPND
demonstrated that obtaining a lbur energy interval (EI) neutron spectrum as well as the total neutron
dose equivalent was possible in a compact and relatively inexpensive package. Since its inception,
aspects of the CPND have been modified, resulting in improved spectral and dosimetric accuracy.
The bottom line is a total neutron dose equivalent performance within 11% of reference value for
the in situ measurements and within 2% for the radioisompic measurements s.

COMBINATION AREA NEUTRON SPECTROMETER (CANS)

The information gleaned from these improvements lead us to believe that superior spectral
resolution and, consequently, improved neutron dose equivalent accuracy could be realized through:
1) modification of the TLD component climinating the need for a phantom, providing greater thermal

neutron mcasuring accuracy and simulating a 4rc gcomctry, 2) inclusion of an additional BD to obtain
better spectral resolution in the 0.01 to 1 MeV region and 3) determination of the effect temperature
has on the shape of the energy response, R(E), and how to best corrcct for it.

*rCesearch sponsorcd by thc Office of Health, U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-
AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems. Inc.
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The TLD component of CANS was redesigned to capitalize on the detection of thermal and

slow or epi-Cd neutrons without using a phantom. This is possible because the BD components
measure the higher energy neutrons. A Harshaw card was used (two teflon-sandwiched TLD-600/700

paired elements in an AI substrate) with one pair sandwiched between Cd filters and the other backed
by a Cd filter. The paired TLD-700 is used to subtract the incident photon contribution and the Cd
capture gammas from the TLD-600 response. The Cd-sandwiched TLD-600 responds to incident epi-
Cd neutrons (> 0.414 eV) and the Cd-backed TLD-600 to incident thermal and epi.cd neutrons. The
difference in the two provides an accurate measure of the incident thermal fluence. By placing two
of these units back-to-back, a 4n geometry is simulated (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Description of the modified TLD component of CANS.

The region of greatest change in the fluence-to-dose equivalent conversion factor as defined
by the International Commission on Radiological Protection in Publication 21 is between about 0.01
Mev and 1 Mev 6. Improving the accuracy of the fluence measurements in this region will spawn a
subsequent improvement in the total neutron dose equivalent accuracy. Since the BD-100R and
BDS-1500 possess respective thresholds at about 0.1 and 1 MeV, adding a BD with a threshold at
about 0.01 MeV (BDS-10) sub-divided this region into upper and lower segments, thereby improving
the spectral resolution in this region. BDs possessing thresholds other than these are also being
reinvestigated.

Due to its use of a superheated liquid, the BD detector will always inherently possess a degree
of temperature dependence. Efforts are currently underway to conduct another set of mono-
energetic neutron irradiations at Columbia Universities Radiation Accelerator Research Faci'ity
(RARAF) in New York. The experiment will focus on determining how temperature affects a BDs
R(E) by irradiating BDs with mono-energetic neutrons at various controlled temperatures. This
knowledge, once acquired, will allow us to make inherently more accurate measurements of neutron
spectra by redefining the BD R(E)s to reflect what they are at the irradiation temperature, instead
of applying a gross temperature correction factor to the integrated response which ignores the change
in R(E) caused by temperature.



The future of BD research at ORNL is questionable at best considering the cuts in DOE
research funding experienced across the board. The hoped-for short and long range goals include
1) a more in-depth characterization of the BD R(E)s, including theoretical modeling and temperature
related effects, 2) extensive field testing and 3) further development of Alternative Real-time
Acoustical Processing (ARAP), the acoustical detection of bubbles formed in the BTI BDs which
promises to make "real-time" applications of the BTI detector a reality. With ARAP we hope to 1)
increase the dynamic range of BDs, 2) improve accuracy, 3) provide "real-time" measurement
capabilities and 4) provide on-line temperature correction using a thermistor and micro-processor.
Figures 2 and 3 depict an artist's conception of these real-time device,s.
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Figure 2. Real-time temperature corrected neutron dosimeter using a BD-100R and
miniature ARAP.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-

bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or

process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-

ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade namc, tradcmark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-

mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views

and opinions of authors expressed herein do not neoessarily state or reflect those of tb"

United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Figure 3. Real-time spectromet_. A) "pop" detected by a microphone; B) counted by simple
circuitry and displayed; C) multiple detector signals come to a iaptop with signal processing
board, recorded, processed and spectral results displayed graphically.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The compact and relatively inexpensive CANS should provide neutron spectral capabilities
heretofore available only via complex set-ups and time-consuming, painstaking calculations. Some

of its strong points include the measurement of neutron fluence and the need for only a single
algorithm, with a single solution, regardless of the spectra. Because fluence, a real quantity, is the
foundation of dose equivalent determination, the results of CANS should endure the winds of change
accompanying the definition of dose equivalent and its consorted conversion conventions. It is also
hoped that personnel applications may be realized in a miniature version of CANS, the Personal
Neutron Dosemeter/Spectrometer (PENDOSE).
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